Into the Wild
Code of Conduct
Rewards
Throughout the weekend, we will be rewarding students who demonstrate the Yes Futures Talents:

Confidence, Resilience, Communication and Self-Awareness.
There are prizes to be won, so students should make sure they are brushing up on their targets!

Although we don’t expect any negative behaviour, we have outlined the below Code of Conduct to ensure that
all students have the best possible experience throughout the trip.

The following behaviours warrant a formal warning:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Not following instructions or being uncooperative;
Being disrespectful to any other person (e.g. swearing);
Being deliberately late to programme sessions or going against the timetable;
Acting or dressing inappropriately, or in a way that causes offence;
Leaving the group without permission;
Not behaving courteously during mealtimes;
Deliberately physically hurting another person;
Using mobile phones outside of bedrooms;
Using mobile phones in an inappropriate way;
Entering another bedroom without permission;
Being noisy or leaving their bedroom after lights out;
Being disrespectful of the environment (e.g. littering).

Consequences
If a student receives a formal warning, they will sit separately at the next mealtime with a Trip Leader. If it is the
second warning that student has received, they will also miss an activity.
If any student builds up three formal warnings at any time during the trip, they will be sent home.

The following behaviours warrant instant exclusion. If a student does any of the following,
they will be sent home immediately:
●
●
●
●
●

Theft;
Bullying another person;
Demonstrating destructive or violent
behaviour towards people or equipment;
Smoking or possessing cigarettes;
Drinking or possessing alcohol;

●
●
●
●

Taking or possessing drugs;
Using or possessing fireworks or weapons;
Displaying any behaviour of a sexual nature;
Breaking the law

N.B. Yes Futures reserves the right to send any student home if their behaviour is considered unacceptable.
Any theft or other illegal activities will be reported to the police.

